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Introduction

• .

In Ukraine radiography remains the primary method of radiological 

diagnostics (60%), including those in pediatrics, where the question 

of reducing radiation exposure is particularly actual. Application 

of digital technologies in radiology using all its advantages, as well 

as the widespread use of ultrasound in pediatrics has significantly 

reduced radiation exposure on patients

Developmenttal dysplasia of the hips (DDH) is the most common 

congenital disease of the locomotor system, which is found in Ukraine 

in 50 – 200 cases per 1000 newborns. This increase in the incidence 

of DDH requires improved diagnostics of this pathology, because 

lack of timely diagnosis and treatment of unstable hips 

result in early development of degenerative-dystrophic 

processes and, consequently, in early disability of children. 

Radiography and ultrasound examination are the main methods

of diagnostics of DDH.



Purpose

To optimize the 

radiological diagnostics

of DDH.



Materials and Methods

97 children with suspected DDH have been examined:

38 of them – up to 3 months old, 

49 – from 3 to 6 months old, 

12 – older than 6 months.

Ultrasonography was the first method of 

diagnostics after examination by a doctor-

rthopedist (ultrasound parameters: B-mode,

linear sensor with a frequency of 7.5 MHz).

According to the results of ultrasonography, 

to 32 children older than 3 months igital radiography

(exposuresettings 69kV – 1mAs) using special 

individual protection was performed.



Results
As a rule, ultrasonography and radiography of the hips are held 

by different specialists. It results in choosing the methodof examination

by the orthopaedist who is not always able to assess the advantages and 

disadvantages of each method in a given clinical situation,

thereby reducing the effectiveness of diagnostics.

The main criterion of ultrasound sensitivity is the size of ossification focus 

in femur: at significant size it occurrs artifacts reducing the sensitivity of this

method. As ossification focus appears in a wide range of age (from 2 to 

8 months), the choice of the radiological method of examination

is not determined by the child's age, as it is common in most 

recommendations for radiological diagnosis, but the degree 

of ossification, defined originally with the ultrasound.

Fig.1. – ultrasonogramm

of the hip – 5 mm focus

of ossification –

measurements are possible

(7 months) 

Fig.2. – ultrasonogramm of 

the hip – 14mm focus 

of ossification –correct

measurements are impossible 

(6 months)



Results

The choice of examination’s method was determined by 

a radiologist with double specialization (radiology – ultrasound) after 

determining the size of ossification focus by sonography in all 97 infants.

32 infants with big ossification focus or

unclear sonographic data underwent digital radiography.

It becomes important such a possibility of digital radiography

as image quality correction by adjusting the parameters of exposure. 

Thus, in cases of suspected DDH the emphasis was 

not on the structure of bone tissue but on the equilibration in the joints.



Fig.3 – underexposed digital image 

(exposure settings 69kV – 1mAs)

Fig.4 – plain film image 

(exposure settings 52kV – 4mAs)

It enables using of underexposed images, and thus reducing 

the radiation exposure on the patient by reducing exposure time,

but also by reducing the proportion of diffuse radiation with voltage

rising on the tube.



Fig.5 – special protective equipment for hips Fig.6 – protective equipment for whole body

In addition, specially designed equipment for protection of gonads 

and the whole body was used in such a way that strictly the areas 

of the hip joints were irradiated.

Thus, the effective dose was 0.05 mSv, which is below

the recommended 0.2 mSv for infants.



Conclusion

Optimization of radiological diagnostics of DDH 

consists in the correct choice of radiological method of 

diagnostics by radiologist & using of measures to reduce 

radiation exposure during radiography due to:

Reducing of the exposure settings to the level of visualization

of bones contours and application of preprocessing programs;

Using specialized personal protective equipment for infants

This allows including radiography of the hips to the 

minimal radiation exposure examinations (less than 0.1 mSv).




